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Background:

Who we are:

Community for Food, Fashion & Fiction

click to visit our website

We are the Blend Community

The Blend is India’s first PEOPLE POWERED COMMUNITY on Instagram
for Food, Fashion & Fiction leveraging the power of social media to bring
consumers closer to creators, brands and influencers onto a single
platform. The community offers a niche forum to adopt trends, create, co-
create content, share stories, exchange insights, support and motivate the
creator economy.

click any to know more!

click to connect on LinkedIn

Founder
Razia Ali

A simple search for relevant content across
multiple pages, brands and forums, ignited a
passion to start something niche and led to 
‘The Blend Community’ being born. 

Razia Ali and Hari Shetty co-founded ‘The Blend’
with the vision of building a hub of creation,
curation & celebration of stories- of creators,
consumers and brands alike and not just serving
‘fast’ content. 
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"Working with The Blend was a great experience as everything was so compact and
there were no issues with time management. Thanks for the collaboration!"

Chaitali Mandal on working with The Blend for The Blend x Green Theory collaboration
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"Collaboration is the new currency! I am a huge fan of new age media companies that
are building communities around things that get people excited!"

Azaan Sait, Founder & Chief Happiness Officer, The Hub Bengaluru
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Blend Collaborations

If you want the world to see your skills, have a cool start-up,
want to set up a collaboration, or have a passionate opinion
on food, fashion or fiction, contact us.

We have a feeling we’ll blend well together!

Press Coverage

Community Creators

Hey There!

click to view our linktree

Srijani Bhat Sahil Bhalla Lakshay Talreja Chirag Ritika Kalra
Digital creator Blogger Food

Blogger
Food/lifestyle

Blogger
Certified Holistic

Nutritionist
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